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• To explain the KNO scaling violation, double-Negative 
Binomial Distribution (double-NBD) and triple-NBD were 
proposed by Giovannini et al and Zborovsky.

• The ｔriple-NBD is probably related to the following 
processes in proton + proton collisions:

1. Introduction：Our framework
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My talk is based on the following papers with preliminary analysis. 
TM and MB, IJMP A35 (2020) 2050052, MB and TM , IJMP A34 (2019) 1950203
TM and MB, JPS Conf. Proc. 26 (2019) 031032, MB and TM, EPJ A54 (2018) 105

• The conventional formula (CFI) has been used in B-E correlations (BEC)
analysis for half a century.

• Based on the correspondence of triple-NBD and three processes in p+p
collision, we derived a second conventional formula (i.e., two-component  
interference formula) named CFII :  

• The contribution from DD is small, because of coherence property 
(i. 𝑒. , large 𝑘3 (parameter of NBD)).

• Hereafter, we use CFII × [long-range correlation(LRC)] for analysis of the data.
• Many experimental groups use LRC(δ) = 𝑐(1.0 + 𝛿𝑄).

(c is normalization.)

Second conventional formula for the B-E correlation
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2. Analysis of L3 BEC at Z0-pole

• L3 collaboration used a τ-model formula based on the Levy process for 
analysis of BEC. 

LRC(δ) = 𝑐(1.0 + 𝛿𝑄)

dip

T.Csorgo, J.Zimanyi,Nucl.Phys.A517(1990)588
T.Csorgo, W.Kittel, W.J.Metzger, T.Novak, Phys.Lett.B663(2008)214
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Analysis of L3 BEC at Z−pole by our CFII

G + G

G + G

Analysis of L3 BEC at Z−pole by CFII (G + G) × LRC(δ)

P.Achard et al. [L3 Collab.], Eur. Phys. J. C 71 (2011) 1648, to the L3 paper and  W.J. Metzger and T. Novak, 
private communication. There is, unfortunately, no data base of L3 data.

Thus, we expect that CFII works for BEC in e+e-

collisions at Z-pole. 

(●●)

(●●)

(●)

(●)

• CFII × LRC(δ)

• Two processes from quarks jet to pions:

LRC(δ) = 𝑐(1.0 + 𝛿𝑄)
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G + G G + GG + G

Analysis of the same data by CFII × LRC(δ,ε)

This one is suggested by OPAL (1991).

Analysis  of L3 BEC at Z-pole by CFII(G+G) × LRC(δ,ε)

LRC(δ,𝜀) = 𝑐(1.0 + 𝛿𝑄 + 휀𝑄2)

• To improve the 𝜒2values, we use CFII × LRC(δ,ε).
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Comparison of some results by CFII × LRC(δ,ε) and τ-model 
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Density distributions in Euclidean space by Fourier transformation

Bessel transformation in Euclidean space : 𝜉 = (𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2 + (𝑐𝑡)2)1/2

R. Shimoda, MB, N. Suzuki, Prog. Theor. Phys. 89 
(1993) 697

Density distributions by CFII (G+G)× LRC(δ,ε)
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𝑆1 = 0.28

𝑆2 = 0.31

𝑆1 = 0.41

𝑆2 = 0.35

Density distributions of two sources by CFII (G+G)× LRC(δ,ε)

Density distributions of 1st and 2nd sources for L3 BEC. The 
degree of coherence (𝜆1and 𝜆2) are multiplied. 
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negative negative

negative negative

Long-range correlations in τ-model
• In the τ model,  λ cos (𝑄𝑅𝑎)2𝛼𝜏 × LRC(δ) has the effect of long-range correlation. This 

is oscillating. 

• Thus, the correlation function cos (𝑄𝑅𝑎)2𝛼𝜏 exp − 𝑄𝑅 2𝛼𝜏 becomes to be negative.
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Comparison of LRC’s in CFII × LRC for L3 2-jet BEC

( ưa la OPAL)

Band width

The third LRC(α1) will be discussed later.
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3. Analysis of  CMS BEC at 0.9 and 7 TeV

• CMS collaboration used a τ-model formula for analysis of BEC. 

These parameter values is obtained by us and are not published in the paper by CMS.
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Analysis of  CMS BEC by CFII×LRC(δ)

These χ2’s are larger than τ-model.

E + G E + G

• CFII×LRC(δ)

LRC(δ) = 𝑐(1.0 + 𝛿𝑄)
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• To improve χ2’s , we adopt the form: LRC(𝛼 2)

cf. LRC(α2) is  too drastic for L3 BEC, in spite of good 𝜒2 values.

Analysis of  CMS BEC by CFII×LRC(𝛼 2)

E + G E + G

LRC（𝛼 2）＝𝑐（1.0＋𝛼𝑄2exp（－𝛽𝑄））
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Comparison of some results for 7 TeV

CMS 7 TeV

CFII (E + G)

Comparison of LRC’s
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Density distributions of Gaussian and exponential forms for CMS 
BEC at 7 TeV. The degree of coherence (𝜆1and 𝜆2) are multiplied. 

(fm-1)

𝑆E = 0.75

𝑆G = 0.07

E

G

Density distributions of two sources by CFII×LRC(𝛼 2)
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Using Bessel transformation, we derive the density distribution :

where 𝛼＝－1.92 GeV−2 ＝－0.0763 fm2.
P4
−1( ) is the associated Legendre function.

(f
m

-1
)

|𝑆N| = 0.10

𝑆p = 0.10

Density distribution of (LRC(α2)−1)＝𝛼𝑄2exp －𝛽𝑄
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G
E

(LRC(α2) -1)

sum

• Crossed  contribution can be omitted because of 
smallness 𝑂(𝛼・𝜆)～（10−3）.

Sum of density distributions

CFII×LRC(𝛼 2)

LRC(α2)＝𝑐 1.0＋𝛼𝑄2exp －𝛽𝑄
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4. Concluding remarks

• From analysis of L3 BEC:
• The determination of LRC seems to be an important work.
• Reff’s in the CFII are almost the same as R ’s in the τ-model.
• λeff＝λ1+λ2 in the CFII are almost the same as the degree of 

coherence  in the τ-model.

• From analysis of CMS BEC:
• The similar results are obtained from analysis of CMS BEC at 0.9 

and 7 TeV.
• R1 (Exponential) in [CFII × LRC(α2) ] ≅ R in τ-model.
• R2 (Gaussian) in [CFII × LRC(α2) ] ≅ R0 in τ-model.
• LRC's are important.  Provided that LRC is an analytic function, 

we can probably draw some physical information from LRC.
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G

E

(LRC(α1) -1)

sum

Density distribution of (LRC（𝛼 1）-1)=𝛼𝑄exp（－𝛽𝑄）:

Density distributions by CFII×LRC(𝛼 1)
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Thank you for your attention.
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